Article 158(2). Sale, rent or other illegal use of the copies of works or phonograms for commercial purposes
(as in the Law No. 913 of the Republic of Tajikistan dated 11/12/1999)

Sale, rent or other illegal use of copies of works or phonograms for commercial purposes in cases when:

Copies of works or phonograms are pirated as defined in the Law of the Republic of Tajikistan on Copyright and Related Rights, or copies of works and phonograms contain false information regarding their making and places of production, as well as any information that could mislead consumers, or the copyright protection mark or related rights protection mark, put by copyright or related rights owner on the copies of works and phonograms is changed or deleted

- imposes fine on citizens to the amount of ten to twenty, and on officials to the amount of twenty to thirty minimal wages with confiscation of such copies of works or phonograms.

Repeated commitment of actions, envisaged in Part 1 of this Article within a year

- imposes fine on citizens to the rate of twenty to thirty, and on officials to the rate of forty to fifty minimal wages with confiscation of copies of works and phonograms (the Law of the Republic of Tajikistan as of 11/12/1999).